ANCIENT GREECE IN MILITARY PERSPECTIVE

A Working Bibliography of MHI Sources
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GENERAL


Historiographic essay.


Ancient Greece          p.3

_____.


 See Chap 6.


_____.


Philip of Macedon over Greece.


 See 3rd-6th articles.


 Interpretive synthesis.  See Chap 1.
Ancient Greece


POLITICAL/DIPLOMATIC


SPECIAL ASPECTS


Ancient Greece


Dramatic Theban infantry victory, 371 BC, over Spartans has been overblown and misinterpreted, he argues.


Ancient Greece


See Chaps 1-4.

Satire.

Chap 1.


See esp pp. 457-62.


GEOGRAPHY


Freeman, Edward A. Atlas to the Historical Geography of Europe. NY: Longmans, Green, 1903. 65 plates. D21.5.F72.


Ancient Greece


Strabo's 1st century A.D. map of world's reference to Trojan War, Persian Wars, and various Roman campaigns.


STRATEGY/TACTICS


Ancient Greece


See Chap 2 on phalanx.

ca. A.D. 162.


Anthology of ancient Greek authors.


From Plutarch, DE7.P5813.


WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT

Chap. 4, siegecraft.

Satire.

Ancient Greece


Ancient Greece


See also U164.A24RareBook-1552 Greek text.


See pp. 57-60.


NAVAL WARFARE


See Chap 3.


See also:
- Section on Salamis in Persian Wars bibliography.
CAVALRY


ELEPHANTS


CHARIOTS


MISCELLANEOUS


